The SAE Institute Group has teamed up with JVC Professional Europe Ltd. to launch a new global initiative designed to support quality creative media education locally in each of SAE Group’s 52 creative media campuses. Spanning four continents, the SAE Group provides industry-standard training in filmmaking, animation, audio engineering and multimedia design. Electronic giant JVC is well established in the education market and recognises the importance of the high quality teaching and exceptional facilities that the SAE Institute offers. As part of this new partnership, JVC will provide advice and complete turnkey systems to match the video and audio production, AV display and CCTV security needs of SAE Institutes worldwide. Aiming to make a diploma in film-making an interesting choice for prospective students, JVC will also provide SAE Institutes globally with the JVC GY-HD200 camera. Among its many features, the camera offers multiple frame rate recording, including full-frame 720p/60 imaging and real 24p.
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